








Two Sides of SEO



On-Page SEO

On-the-page search ranking factors are those that are 
almost entirely within the publisher’s own control. What 
type of content do you publish? Are you providing 
important HTML clues that help search engines (and 
users) determine relevancy? How does your site 
architecture help or hinder search engines?



Off-Page SEO

Off-the-page ranking factors are those that publishers do 
not directly control. Search engines use these because 
they learned early on that relying on publisher-controlled 
signals alone didn’t always yield the best results. For 
instance, some publishers may try to make themselves 
seem more relevant than they are in reality.
With billions of web pages to sort through, looking only at 
“on-the-page” clues isn’t enough. More signals are 
needed to return the best pages for any particular search.



SEO factors work
in combination

No single SEO factor will guarantee search engine 
rankings. Having a great HTML title won’t help if a page 
has low-quality content. Having many links won’t help if 
they are all low in quality. Having several positive factors 
can increase the odds of success, while the presence of 
negative factors can worsen those odds.





QUALITY

Are pages well written & have 
substantial quality content?

CONTENT

Avg Word Count on #1 
Ranking is 1890 Words!

On-Page Factors



RESEARCH

Have you researched the keywords
people may use to find your content?

CONTENT

Research Your Competition 
Using SEMRush or Spyfu

On-Page Factors



WORDS

Do pages use words & phrases you
hope they'll be found for?

CONTENT

Google Correlate finds search patterns which correspond with real-
world trends & Latent semantic indexing AKA LSI keywords

On-Page Factors



FRESH

Are pages fresh & about "hot" topics?

CONTENT

Use Google Trends &
Update Content Frequently

On-Page Factors



VERTICAL

Do you have image, local, news, video
or other vertical content?

CONTENT

Adapt your content for 
each search engine

On-Page Factors



ANSWERS

Is your content turned into direct
answers within search results?

CONTENT

Nearly a quarter of all answer boxes include 
question specific words such as: who, where, 
when, why, what and how.

On-Page Factors



THIN

Is content "thin" or "shallow" & lacking
substance?

CONTENT On-Page Factors



CRAWL

Can search engines easily "crawl"
pages on site?

ARCHITECTURE

site:yourwebsite.com

On-Page Factors



MOBILE

Does your site work well for mobile 
devices?

ARCHITECTURE On-Page Factors



DUPLICATE

Does site manage duplicate content
issues well?

ARCHITECTURE

copyscape.com

On-Page Factors



SPEED

Does site load quickly?

ARCHITECTURE

PageSpeed Insights

On-Page Factors



URLS

Do URLs contain meaningful keywords
to page topics?

ARCHITECTURE On-Page Factors



HTTPS

Does site use HTTPS to provide secure
connection for visitors?

ARCHITECTURE On-Page Factors



CLOAKING

Do you show search engines
different pages than humans?

ARCHITECTURE On-Page Factors



TITLES

Do HTML title tags contain keywords
relevant to page topics?

HTML

50-60 Characters

On-Page Factors



DESCRIPTION

Do meta description tags describe
what pages are about?

HTML

150/150 Technique

On-Page Factors



STRUCTURE

Do pages use structured data to
enhance listings?

HTML

Schema Markup - Structured Data Testing Tool

On-Page Factors



HEADERS

Do headlines & subheads use header
tags with relevant keywords?

HTML

H1 and H2 Tags

On-Page Factors



HIDDEN

Do colors or design "hide" words you
want pages to be found for?

HTML On-Page Factors

No Text in Images



AUTHORITY

Do links, shares & other factors make
pages trusted authorities?

TRUST Off-Page Factors

Ahrefs.com Back Link Checker



ENGAGE

Do visitors spend time reading or
"bounce" away quickly?

TRUST Off-Page Factors

Google Analytics Bounce Report



HISTORY

Has site or its domain been around a
long time, operating in same way?

TRUST Off-Page Factors



PIRACY

Has site been flagged for hosting
pirated content?

TRUST Off-Page Factors

Dedicated IP



ADS

Is content ad-heavy? Do you make use
of intrusive interstitials?

TRUST Off-Page Factors

No Pop-Ups or Ads Before Content



QUALITY

Are links from trusted, quality or
respected web sites?

LINKS Off-Page Factors

Moz Trust Score



TEXT

Do links pointing at pages use words
you hope they'll be found for?

LINKS Off-Page Factors

Not “Click Here”



NUMBER

Do many links point at your web
pages?

LINKS Off-Page Factors

Ahrefs.com Back Link Checker



PAID

Have you purchased links in hopes of
better rankings?

LINKS Off-Page Factors



SPAM

Have you created links by spamming
blogs, forums or other places?

LINKS Off-Page Factors

Disavow Links Tool



REPUTATION

Do those respected on social networks
share your content?

SOCIAL Off-Page Factors

CrowdTangle



SHARES

Do many share your content on social
networks?

SOCIAL Off-Page Factors

Buzzsumo.com



CrowdTangle Link Checker

Extract People also search phrases in Google

Chrome Extensions
























